CLEAR means

* CONCEPT LEARNING FOR
  ● Making political and social concepts and terminology a subject of reflection

* EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
  ● Enabling learners to widen their conceptual horizon

* ANALYSIS AND REFLECTION
  ● Focusing on commonalities and differences between languages/cultures/societies
Why CLEAR?

CONCEPT LEARNING ➔ 21st century skills:

- self-reflexivity,
- independent, critical thinking,
- multi-perspectivity and
- information literacy.
CLEAR, NECE and Europe

CONCEPT LEARNING

➔ the kind of citizenship education necessary for a re-politicization of public debate in Europe and beyond
International cooperation opportunities

11 partner institutions and organizations in 6 countries have since 2010

- developed the project methodology
- designed and tested our online platform
- tested and improved the methodology through teaching activities and exchanges
Welcome to CLEAR!

Open workshop tomorrow morning at this conference!!

Contact:

c.lenz@theewc.org